How the CoP is working
www.cop.health-rights.org

Community of Practice
The Community of Practice is a place for advocates and faculty of law, human rights, and patient care courses to share materials and resources.

- CoP has 2 languages – English and Russian
- Different levels of access
- 3 Main sections with 3 Moderators
- Advanced Search which analyzed materials by 6 positions
- Ability to upload and download materials
- Ability work together with one document in the Wiki Collaboration Group
Welcome to the Community of Practice, a place for advocates and faculty of law, human rights, and patient care courses to share materials and resources. Additionally, we invite health providers and health managers, NGO activists, students and other stakeholders in health care service delivery to develop a network of strong practices regarding human rights in patient care. The Community of Practice has 3 main sections: Teaching Law and Health, Trainings on Human Rights in Patient Care and Media Tools. We invite you to visit all of the sections, to use the materials, and to provide comment and feedback as we continue to expand the Community of Practice.

Most Popular

- Kazakhstan Pilot Curriculum Draft: “Medical Law”
  Contains course curriculum/syllabus and reading list. Course was piloted in Master of Public Health program at Kazakhstan School of Public Health.

- General Comment 14. The Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health
  Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, General Comment 14, The right to the highest attainable standard of health.

New Materials

- How Can Training of Health Providers Be Effectively Used to Promote Human Rights in Patient Care
  Open Society Institute Law and Health Initiative Expert Consultation: How Can Training of Health Providers Be Effectively Used to Promote Human Rights in Patient Care?

- Problem Based Learning in the PatientsRights Context
  There is an old saying that experience is the best teacher.

The CoP web-site has 3 main sections

TEACHING  TRAINING  MEDIA TOOLS
Media Tools

The Media Tools section is a place to access materials on media outreach. These materials provide guidance on traditional media outreach to journalists as well as new media outreach that allows organizations to connect directly to their target audiences using digital tools like social media sites, email, and blogs. These materials were initially prepared to help grantees promote the Practitioner Guides, though their lessons may be useful to other media initiatives. The moderator of this section is media-expert Mary Joyce.

Mary Joyce has been a Media Consultant for the Open Society Institute’s Health Media Initiative since 2009. She is based in the United States. More information at Mary.joyce.com

Most Popular

> Blog Release & Press Release
The document has two pages. The first is a template for a press release. The second is a template for a “blog release.” While the press release is the format for reaching out to the traditional jou...

New Materials

> Hooking the News Cycle (PPT)
This PowerPoint presentation explains how to place a story about your cause in the media (newspaper, TV, radio), by “hooking” the news cycle.

> 10 Wordless Storytelling Bl...
On the main page of each section you can see most popular (most reading) and New Materials (just uploaded)
Only members of Community have access to all materials. For becoming a member click «Asking for membership in CoP»
Create your profile. Moderator’ll confirm your participating and will allow a level of the access
Member can:

- Read and download all documents
- Create subscription of RSS or receive news on e-mail
- See contact information of other members and contact them
- Use all abilities of Advanced Search
- Upload her/his documents
- Work in Wiki Collaboration Group
All materials are in catalogs
Advanced search examines the 6 positions
You can download material in the original format and upload your material in any format.

Please, keep a check on that, that all scenes in presentation and document were are greatly compressed.
To upload a document you have field 5 positions and add a file
It will be visible on the web-site after moderator’s confirmation
Detailed information on file will simplify searching for a members and search systems
You can create subscription of RSS or receive news on e-mail
Before start work in Wiki Collaboration Group you have to create account on Wikispaces.com
The Community of Practice website is developing now
We were going to here that this benefited
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